Nieri (pronounced nee-eh-ree) is a singer, songwriter, and dance-pop artist out of Milan. He dreamed of making music ever since first listening to pop icons like Madonna, George Michael, and Britney Spears. He started with performing at local venues but it was when Nieri discovered nightlife, that his affinity with dance music began. This led to work as a vocalist for DJs. His various DJ collaborations and additional recording work in the UK allowed Nieri to sharpen his songwriting skills and artistry, and motivated him even further to make his artistic vision a reality.

He now lives in Los Angeles, where he is working on a body of songs that represent his most authentic self. With his debut EP slated for 2022, Nieri pairs catchy melodies, punchy drums, analog synths, and personal lyrics, to create fresh electronic pop that gets you dancing through the night.